
STOLEN VEHICLE RECOVERY

Protect your pride  
and joy with TRACKER

http://www.safetrac-solutions.com/tracker/


Market leading stolen vehicle  
recovery service provider

Trusted for over 20 years

Unique relationship with all UK police forces

All products accredited by Thatcham

Over 1 million TRACKER devices fitted

Only system with GPS/GSM  
anti-jamming measures

Over £494 million worth of stolen vehicles 
returned to their rightful owners
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Why choose TRACKER?

STOLEN VEHICLE RECOVERY

Car theft affects thousands of people 
each year, but the impact is wider than 
just losing your vehicle – there are both 
financial and emotional consequences.

The reality of car theft:

 Loss of insurance excess

 Loss of no-claims bonus

 Car hire costs

 Insurance settlement delays

 Insurance premium uplift

 Cherished plate re-registration delay

 Personal inconvenience and distress
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TRACKER Locate is a ground-breaking system with 
‘jamming’ countermeasures providing the ultimate 
defence against vehicle theft. TRACKER Locate 
combines VHF with GPS and GSM technology 
making this system far more resilient to this form 
of attack. Crucially, TRACKER Locate will raise an 
alert to TRACKER if there is any attempt to jam the 
communication system.

As with all of our systems, TRACKER Locate is operated 
by all UK police forces. Using any one of the three 
location  technologies, TRACKER can inform the police 
of the initial location of the stolen vehicle. The police 
can then employ the precision of the VHF technology 
to track a stolen vehicle to its exact location.

TRACKER Cat 5 Plus meets the insurance 
requirements of the Thatcham Category 5 standard.

In addition to GPS, this system also uses our unique 
VHF technology. Driver tags are provided to identify 
that the driver of the vehicle is authorised, if a tag is 
not present when the vehicle is started, an alert will 
be generated and the customer will be contacted to 
confirm the vehicle’s location.

STOLEN VEHICLE RECOVERY

TRACKER provides 
you with complete 
peace of mind

With 4 superb products  
to choose from

Battery Powered TRACKER Retrieve is a product that 
has its own in-built power source. This overcomes 
the issue of power drain on the asset’s battery, even 
if it’s left unused for a long period of time. Because it 
doesn’t need to be wired into the electrical system, 
Battery Powered TRACKER Retrieve is the ideal 
protection for your asset.

TRACKER Monitor operates using TRACKER’s 
proven Very High Frequency (VHF) technology. In the 
event of theft where the vehicle is moved without 
the ignition turned on, the motion sensor will alert 
TRACKER who will in turn notify you.

On confirmation of the theft and receipt of your 
police crime reference number, TRACKER will 
activate the unit, which will emit a silent signal 
allowing the police to track the vehicle to its 
exact location, even if it’s hidden in a container or 
underground car park.
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STOLEN VEHICLE RECOVERY

Vehicle Information Summary – view a one month 
summary of the total distance and time travelled by 
your vehicle. See the CO2 emissions used and your fuel 
costs for that month. Data is saved for easy review.

Monthly Distance Travelled – see the distance travelled 
by your vehicle over a rolling 12 month calendar, broken 
down by months.

Roads Used – view the types of roads your vehicle has 
been driven on, split by month.

Over Speeding – this chart shows over speeds made 
during a month, broken down by speed limit.

Dashboard Tab

Security Breach – you can set a date period when your 
vehicle will not be used, for example when you’re on 
holiday. If the vehicle’s engine starts during this time, an 
alert will be sent free of charge to you via your preferred 
communication method.

Geofence – a geofence allows you to create an area on 
a map around a defined location. The geofence can be 
in any shape and can be set to keep your vehicle outside 
the fenced area or inside it. If your vehicle breaches the 
geofence, an alert will be sent to you, free of charge, 
again by your selected communication preference.

Reminders – you can set reminders for birthdays, 
anniversaries, insurance renewals and other  
important dates or events, which will again be sent  
to you free of charge.

Alerts Tab

MyTRACKER provides TRACKER Locate and TRACKER 
Cat 5 Plus customers with access to a bespoke website 
offering a host of information about their vehicle. 
Driving and journey reports are included, as well as 
reporting on private and business mileage.

MyTRACKER can be viewed on most modern web 
browsers and platforms such as tablets and smartphones.
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Map – satellite or Street View can be used to see vehicles 
on Google maps.

Traffic – this feature shows congestion zones, incidents, 
road works, traffic cameras and traffic flow information on 
the map.

Map Actions – select and display shops, restaurants, 
garages, car parks, petrol stations and hotel locations  
on the map and display information about the location. 
The ‘Get Directions’ feature allows journeys to be 
planned and shown as text or on the map. Postcodes, 
locations and places can be searched using Google  
map search.

Map Tab

Fuel Expenses Report – this report shows all business 
and private journeys.

Journey mileage can be split and shown as business or 
private at a touch of a button.

Messages Tab
Geofence, security and reminder alerts can be viewed in 
one place, along with news articles. There is a message 
indicator to show pending messages.

Fuel Expenses Report

Journey Playback
Journey Playback gives an historic view of the route  
taken by a vehicle and can be combined with Google 
Street View to give an actual representation of the 
journey taken.

Multi Vehicle Registration
Multi Vehicle Registration gives the user the ability 
to change the vehicle they are currently viewing. In 
addition, it allows up to three vehicles to be registered 
against a single log in.

Reports Tab
Journey Report allows you to select dates to see each 
individual journey your vehicle has taken during this 
time. For each journey you can see the start and stop 
location, date and time, average speed and distance 
travelled, fuel used, time travelled, fuel costs, CO2 
emissions and additionally, data can be exported into 
PDF and CSV formats.
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2 way location tracking using digital VHF and  
our Mesh Network   

4 way location tracking using digital VHF, GSM, GPS  
and our Mesh Network  

Nationwide support from all UK police forces    

Mainland UK Guard and Recover    

48hr Recovery Guarantee          *                *            *          *

24/7 monitoring via TRACKER control desk 24/7 theft
   Secure  

  
management

   Operating 
     Centre

European tracking coverage Partial Partial Full Full

GPS and GSM anti jamming    

Movement alert (inc. towing alert)    

Vehicle battery disconnect alert N/a   

Unauthorised driver alert    

Remote immobilisation of vehicle    

MyTRACKER website    

Thatcham Quality Assured Category Cat 7 Cat 7 Cat 6 Cat 5

* For selected vehicle types only - T&Cs apply

Stolen vehicle recovery - 
product features

Product feature comparisons
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